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APPROXIMATELYTRANSITIVE DIFFEOMORPHISMS
OF THE CIRCLE
J. HAWKINS1 AND E. J. WOODS
Abstract. We prove that every C3 diffeomorphism of the circle with an irrational
rotation number (and some C2 diffeomorphisms as well) are approximately transitive. This provides a class of examples of approximately transitive transformations
which are smooth but non-measure-preserving.

1. Introduction. This paper provides a class of examples of C°° approximately
transitive integer actions. The concept of approximate transitivity was introduced by
Connes and Woods to provide necessary and sufficient conditions for a hyperfinite
von Neumann factor to be ITPFI [1]. Examples of both approximately transitive
(AT) and non-AT group actions have been given in [1]. In particular, it is easy to
obtain both AT and non-AT diffeomorphisms of T2 = R2/Z2. (For AT examples
take rotation in the x direction by a, rotation in the y direction by ß, with a and ß
two rationally independent numbers in (0,1). For non-AT examples, take the
ergodic automorphisms induced by U„ = ("+1 ¡) on R2/Z2.)
It has been shown in [3] and [4], to mention only two, that diffeomorphisms of the
circle exhibit many different types of measure theoretic behavior. For example,
Katznelson [4] proved that any C2 diffeomorphism of the circle with irrational
rotation number not of constant type (i.e., having unbounded continued fraction
coefficients) is orbit equivalent to an odometer of product type, hence is ITPFI.
Using methods similar to those employed in [4] we show that every C2 diffeomorphism of Tl whose rotation number is not of constant type and every C3 diffeomorphism with irrational rotation number is approximately transitive. Examples of type
III diffeomorphisms of manifolds whose associated ergodic flows are built under
constant ceiling functions with base transformations C3 diffeomorphisms of Tx are
given in [2]; these diffeomorphisms are therefore ITPFI.
The first section of this paper defines a property which will be shown to imply
approximate transitivity; we call it Property F. It is one possible generalization of
Funny Rank One (a property defined in the measure-preserving case [1]) to the
nonsingular case. In the second section it is shown that using some estimates from
Herman's thesis [3], all C2 diffeomorphisms of the circle with irrational rotation
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number having unbounded coefficients satisfy Property F. In the C3 case, we apply
Herman's Theorem to obtain approximate transitivity for all irrational rotation
numbers.
2. Property F implies AT. We begin with the definition of approximate transitivity
for the case of a nonsingular integer action (cf. [1] for the most general definition).
Let (X, $, p) denote a Lebesgue space and T: (X,9>,p.)*~s a nonsingular,
invertible transformation of ( X, %, p).
Definition 2.1. The action of 7"on (X, $, p) is approximately transitive (AT) if
given e > 0 and <p,,...,<p„ E L\(X, p), there exist <pE L'+ (A', p) and \„... ,A„ E

/+ (Z) such that
dT:ku
(1)

a,-

£ \Jk.9.T-Zcez

forj = l,...,zz.
Here, dT~kn/dfi denotes the Radon-Nikodym derivative of T~kfi with respect to
/*■
It is easy to see that an AT transformation is ergodic. Connes and Woods also
proved that a necessary and sufficient condition for a hyperfinite von Neumann

factor to be ITPFI is that the associated flow of weights be AT [1].
We now introduce the concept of Property F and prove that it provides a
sufficient condition for approximate transitivity.
Definition 2.2. A nonsingular transformation T of (X, %, p) has Property F if
given any measurable sets Ax,...,Am G X and 8 > 0 there exist a set B G X, a
sequence nx,...,nsof
distinct integers, subsequences «,,,.. -,njk for each y, and sets
of real numbers (yjt}%\, y,, ^ 0 for each/ = 1,.. .,m, satisfying

(i) T"<B,...,Tn*B are all disjoint;
(ii) fi(Aj AKJkLxT"i>B)< 8; and
(iii) for each njt < ns, there exists y¡t ¥= 0 such that

dTl»p
dpi

< 8 for p-a.e. x G B.

To show that Property F implies approximate transitivity, we first show that
equation (1) of Definition 2.1 is satisfied if we consider simple functions <px,...,<pn.
In particular, <p will be the characteristic function of B in Definition 2.2, and a
routine calculation shows that \jk will depend on the appropriate y„ or will be equal
to zero. To show (2.1) is satisfied for arbitrary functions <p,,... ,tpn E L\ (X, p), we
just approximate by simple functions. We have outlined the proof of the following.

Proposition

2.3. If T: (X,fi)^s has Property F, then it is AT.

Remarks. 1. It is easy to see that odometers of product type have Property F (see
[4] for definition) and, therefore, are AT.
2. In the measure-preserving case, it is known that Rank One and Funny Rank
One imply that a transformation is AT [1]. Property F is one generalization of
Funny Rank One to the non-measure-preserving, but nonsingular, case.
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3. Diffeomorphisms of the circle. Let / denote an orientation preserving diffeomorphism of T] = R/Z. We write a = p(f) for the rotation number of/; we assume
that a is irrational and write a = Ua, + Ua2 + • • • = [ax, a2,...) for the continued fraction expansion of a. If sup„ an< oo, we say a is of constant type. The zzth
convergent of a is denoted by pn/qn, where pn and qn satisfy the recursion formulae:
A> = 0.l>i =%=

hP„

= a„pn.x

Apn_2,qn

= anqn_x

A qn_2, for every n > 2.

Let Qn(f) denote the partition of T] given by the points {//(Xo)}/=o,"+,~1< If zzis
even the partition
Q„(f)
consists
of a disjoint
union
of intervals
{fJ[x0, f-x^pr}-'
and {/*[/*"+*o.
XoWi-o which cover r'- If we let

£„=

U /4W"*o)

and Fn= U/*[/?"+'x0,

7= 0

x0),

Zc= 0

then we need some lemmas to estimate their relative sizes. In particular, to prove /
has Property F we want to approximate measurable sets by intervals in E„ so we
need to insure that the measure of Fn is small. This is true only when a is not of
constant type.
The following lemmas have now become standard estimates used in proving
results on diffeomorphisms of the circle. For this reason, we refer the reader to [3]
for their proofs. We denote by D2(Tl) the group of all C2 orientation preserving
diffeomorphisms of the circle. We will denote Lebesgue measure on T1 by m.

Lemma 3.1 (Denjoy's Inequality
G R\Q,pn/qn

[3, VI.4.4, p. 75]). Let f G D2(TX), p(f) = a

a continued fraction convergent of a. Then

e'v ^Df±q"^ev

withV=\ar(logDf).

Lemma 3.2 [3, Vl.6.2, p. 77]. Let f G D2(TX), p(f) = a G R\Q, pn/qn a convergent of a. Assume y, z G [x0,f»x0].

Then for all 0 <y < q„+x,

e~y< DfJ(y)/DfJ(z)<ev,

with V = Var(log Df ).

We also use the following result.

Lemma 3.3 (Denjoy's Theorem [3, VI.5.5, p. 76]). Let fGD2(T]),
R\Q. Then
f=h'x

p(f) = a E

° Ra°h,

with h a homeomorphism of Tl.

Given/ E D2(Tl) with a E p(f) G R\Q, we define

g»= l "S (/'-'•«) e D2(TX).
(=0

We now let/, = gn ° f ° g~]. Then the following lemma holds.
Lemma 3.4 [3, VII.2.5.1]. With notation as above, Vn = Var(log Dfn) -> 0 as n -» oo.

We use those lemmas to prove the following estimate, which is crucial for our
main result.
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Lemma3.5 [3, VII.2.5.3,p. 95]. Let f G D2(Tx)with p(f) = a G R\Q. If

C. =

sup

Max

Max

PLAll

0««fc+1 \xs7" \y,ze[x,f'x]

Df'(z)

y
JJ

then C„ -» 1 as n -» oo.
Proof.
We write /= g;1 ° /„ ° g(i, with g„ = zj-^pji/'
- ia) and /, =
g„° f ° g~'- Given e > 0, we choose an N large enough so that for all zz> A,
Var(log 73)/,) < e (by Lemma 3.4). Recall that for any point x G T], the intervals
given by {/>[*, /*»*)}, 0 «jf < <?„+„ and {/*[/«"♦'*, *)}, 0 < z<< qn, cover T1
and are pairwise disjoint if zzis even and qn is the denominator of a convergent of a.
Furthermore, by Lemma 3.3 as n — oo, the lengths of the intervals shrink to 0. We
choose A, 3s N so large that for all zz> A, we have

max Z)g¿'(j;)/min

7)g-'(.y) < 1 + e,

where the maximum and minimum are taken over all y in any one interval of

Up¿~*fJ([x, f-x}). We write
Df(y)
Df'(z)

= Z)g¿'(/¿ ° gNy) ■Dfi,(gNy) ■DgN(y)
DgNl(fi o gNz) . Df-(gNz) ■DgN(z) '

Since fí(gNy) (= gN(f'y)) and fi(gNz) are in the same subinterval of Q„(f) if y
and z are for suitable x0 G Tl and for 0 =£ i < q„+x, then using Lemma 3.2 and the
above estimates we have

Dfl(y)/Df'(z) < (1 + efe'
for all 1 < z < qn +, and all n > Nx. Then as A, -» oo it follows that

sup

Max

0<i<qNl+ ] lier1

Max

^Llzi

\\ -, \

U,ie[i,/"ix]

Df(z)

jj

as claimed.
From 3.1 and 3.4 we also have the following estimate from [4] on the size of F„.
Lemma 3.6. 7//E 73>2(r') azzzi p(f) — a is irrational, then for any e > 0 there
exists NGN such that for all n > N, m(Fn) < e/(l - (1 - e)?"+2"""'). (Therefore, if
a has unbounded coefficients, qn +2q~] -* oo for a subsequence of integers, so m(FrH)

-0.)
We are now ready to prove that diffeomorphisms
transitive under certain conditions.
Theorem

3.7. Iff G D2(T]) and p(f)

of the circle are approximately

is not of constant type, then f has Property F.

Proof. Suppose we are given some measurable sets Ax,... ,Am G Tl and a 8 > 0.
We choose a point of Ax; call it x0. We will approximate Ax,... ,Am by intervals in
the partition Qn( f ) as defined earlier. We first choose n even and large enough so
that intervals in Q„(f) cover Ax,...,Am to within 8/2 in measure. We define
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B = [x0, f"x0),

and choose zzlarger if necessary (and even) so that

m\T\

U

fkB\<8/2

(using Lemma 3.6).

Applying Lemma 3.5 we choose zzstill larger and even so that \C„— 11< 5/4 where

C„=

sup

Max

<Xf<?„+, \*er'

Max
\y.ze[x,f"-x]

^LLll
Df'(z)

j j

We can easily verify that the conditions of Property F are satisfied. We choose our
sequence «,,. ..,«,<
qn+[ — 1, so we ha\ef"*B, f"2B, ...,f"'B
all disjoint and (i)
holds. Then for each/, we choose n^ < ns to be the appropriate powers of/which
carry B onto intervals of En G Q„(f) which approximate A,. Finally by Lemma 3.5
and our choice of n, we can choose yji = supxeBDf"i'(x). Then (iii) will follow.

Corollary

3.8. Iff G D2(T]) and p(f) is not of constant type, then f is AT.

Corollary

3.9. Iff G 73>3(T')and p(f) is irrational, then f is AT.

Proof. Suppose a = p(f) has unbounded coefficients. We then apply 3.8. If
a = p(f) is of constant type then we have that/is C1 conjugate to Ra by the main
theorem of Herman's thesis [3]. Hence/is measure theoretically isomorphic to Ra.
Since ergodic rotations of compact abelian groups are AT, and approximate transi-

tivity is an isomorphism invariant [1], then it follows that/is

AT.
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